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ABSTRACT

This video provides a visualization of an algorithm proposed
by Floater and Gotsman for morphing two polygonal tilings.
The algorithm represents the interior vertices of the tilings
as convex combinations of their neighbors. At each time
step the convex coefficients are linearly interpolated and the
interior vertices of the intermediate tilings are found as the
solutions to a system of linear equations.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

I.3.5 [Computational Geometry and Object Model-
ing]: Geometric algorithms, languages, and systems
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1. INTRODUCTION
Morphing is the process of continuous transformation of

one shape into another. It is a popular technique in graph
drawing, solid modeling, and computer graphics. The video
accompanying this paper provides a visualization of an al-
gorithm due to Floater and Gotsman [5] for morphing two
polygonal tilings, where a tiling is defined as a planar subdi-
vision whose faces are convex polygons and whose boundary
forms a convex polygon. A triangulation of a point set is
a special case of a tiling whose faces are triangles. A de-
sirable property of a morphing transformation is to avoid
self-crossings and to ensure that the intermediate shapes are
also valid tilings.

Let T 0 and T 1 be tilings with vertices U0 = (u0
1, u

0
2, ..., u

0
N )

and U1 = (u1
1, u

1
2, ..., u

1
N ), where the n interior vertices are

listed first, followed by the m boundary vertices. The order
of the vertices provides an implicit correspondence between
the two shapes. A morphing transformation, φ, maps cor-
responding vertices and faces between the two tilings, i.e.
f0
i = (u0

i1
, u0

i2
, ..., u0

ik
) is a face in tiling T 0, if and only if,

φ(f0
i ) = (φ(u0

i1
), φ(u0

i2
), ..., φ(u0

ik
)) is a face in tiling T 1. The
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morphing transformation produces a sequence of intermedi-
ate points U t = (ut

1, u
t
2, ..., u

t
N ), for t ∈ [0, 1], and the goal

is to ensure that U t is a valid tiling free of self-crossings.
In Section 2 the tilings T 0 and T 1 are assumed to have

identical boundaries. Section 3 outlines Floater and Gots-
man’s approach for morphing two tilings with different bound-
aries. Section 4 concludes with discussion of related work.

2. CONVEX MORPH
Floater and Gotsman [5] propose a morphing transforma-

tion that uses convex combinations to represent the interior
vertices of the given tilings T 0 and T 1. The convex coeffi-
cients are interpolated at each time step t and are used to
set up a system of linear equations whose solutions are the
interior vertices of the intermediate tiling T t.

2.1 Convex Combinations
Consider an interior vertex, ui, of a given tiling T and let

Ui = (ui1, ui2, ..., uini
) be the vertices of the faces incident to

ui listed in anti-clockwise order around ui. Since the faces
of T are convex polygons, the vertices in Ui form a star-
shaped polygon, Pi, whose kernel contains ui. Since ui is in
the kernel of Pi, the line through ui and a vertex, uij , of Pi

will intersect and edge (uip, uiq) of Pi. The triangle τ
(j)
i =

(uij , uip, uiq) contains ui, and therefore, ui can be expressed
as a convex combination using barycentric coordinates:

ui = λ
(j)
ij uij + λ

(j)
ip uip + λ

(j)
iq uiq ,

where λ
(j)
ij > 0. (For convenience, let λ

(j)
ir = 0 for r 6= j, p, q.)

Overall there are ni triangles (one for each vertex of Pi)
each of which yields a convex representation of ui. Letting

λij =
1

ni

ni∑

h=1

λ
(h)
ij , (λij > 0 since λ

(j)
ij > 0)

gives a convex combination of ui in terms of its neighbors:

ui =

ni∑

j=1

λijuij ,

with only positive coefficients [3, 5].

2.2 Algorithm
The morphing algorithm in [5] works as follows: Given

the tiling T 0 (resp. T 1), compute the convex coefficients,
λ0
ij (resp. λ1

ij), for each interior vertex u0
i (resp. u1

i ). Next,
at each time step t, obtain the convex coefficients of the
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Figure 1: Comparison between (linear, convex) morph results for three different configurations [5] at t = 1/2.

intermediate tiling T t via linear interpolation:

λt
ij = (1− t)λ0

ij + tλ1
ij .

The convex coefficients can now be used to find the interior
vertices of the intermediate tiling T t by solving a system of
linear equations, one for each interior vertex ut

i :

ni∑

j=1

λt
iju

t
ij = ut

i.

It is shown that T t is a valid tiling, i.e. free of self-
crossings [5, 4, 3, 9]. Figures 1 (a) and (b) show a comparison
of the intermediate tilings obtained by a linear morph and
the convex combinations algorithm at time t = 1/2.

3. DIFFERENT BOUNDARIES
The algorithm in Section 2.2 does not apply directly when

the two tilings, T 0 and T 1, have different boundaries, since
it is not clear how to compute the intermediate boundary
vertices. Floater and Gotsman adapt their algorithm by bor-
rowing an approach suggested by Shapira and Rappoport [7].
The idea is to express the boundary vertices in polar coor-
dinates with respect to their centroids c0 and c1.

Consider the m boundary vertices (u0
1, u

0
2, ..., u

0
m) of T 0

listed in anti-clockwise order. Then, c0 = 1
m

∑m

i=1 u
0
i . Next,

each boundary vertex u0
i is expressed in polar coordinates,

(r0i , θ
0
i ), such that r0i = ‖c0u0

i ‖ and

0 ≤ θ01 < θ02 < ... < θ0m < θ01 + 2π.

The boundary vertices of T 1 are expressed similarly rel-
ative to c1. Then, at each time step the centroids and the
polar coordinates are interpolated:

ct = (1− t)c0 + tc1

rti = (1− t)r0i + tr1i

θti = (1− t)θ0i + tθ1i

to obtain the boundary vertices (ut
1, u

t
2, ..., u

t
m) of T t:

ut
i = ct + rti(cos θ

t
i , sin θti).

After the boundary vertices of T t have been determined,
the interior vertices of T t can be computed by applying the
algorithm in Section 2.2. Figure 1(c) shows a comparison of
the intermediate tilings obtained by a linear morph and the
modified convex combinations algorithm at time t = 1/2.

4. DISCUSSION
The algorithm presented here has been extended in sub-

sequent work. Observing that the method in Section 2.1 is

just one possible approach to obtain convex combinations for
the interior vertices of a given tiling, Surazhsky and Gots-
man [8] discuss other schemes that offer better control over
the morph in terms of vertex trajectories or areas of interme-
diate tiles. They also present an approach for intersection-
free morphing of simple polygons [6] — the polygons are
enclosed in convex shells with corresponding vertices, and
then the polygons, as well as the regions between the poly-
gons and their shells, are triangulated compatibly using an
extension of the method in [2], which makes it possible to
apply the algorithm presented here.

One disadvantage of the algorithm is that it does not pro-
vide a guarantee on the number of required steps and does
not produce explicit vertex trajectories, but only snapshots
at each step in the interpolation. In recent work, Alam-
dari et al. [1] show that two compatible triangulations can
be morphed using O(n2) steps, where each step is a linear
morph, and therefore, the resulting vertex trajectories are
piece-wise linear.
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